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QUESTION 1

Gregory is a system administrator who oversees 15 Mac OS X servers for his company. 

Three of his servers are at remote sites, but they still need to replicate and communicate with the servers at the main
office. Gregory wants to use SSL to protect the LDAP traffic between all servers for security. For this to work properly,
what port must be opened on the firewalls so that the SSL LDAP traffic can pass through? 

A. 636 

B. 443 

C. 22 

D. 139 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

When dealing with IA32 (x86) systems, how are the inputted variables treated as they enter the memory stack? 

A. Cache for 30 seconds 

B. LIFO 

C. FIFO 

D. FCFS 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Nathan, an application developer, has taken over the lead developer\\'s position and now will administer five other
developers. The last lead developer was a programmer specialized in Xcode. Nathan is not familiar with Xcode at all,
but will have to learn it to develop programs for company. Nathan come across some code left by the past developer:
set this_file to choose file with prompt "Scale your image to 25%" try tell application "Image Capture Scripting" set
this_image to open this_file scale this_image by factor 0.35 save this_image in this_file close this_image end tell on
error error_message beep buttons {"Process failed")default button1 end try 

A. Carbon 

B. AppleTalk 

C. AppleScript 

D. Cocoa 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

What security package is implemented with the following code? 

dwStatus = DsMakSpn 

( 

"ldap", 

"MyServer.Mydomain.com", 

NULL, 

0, 

NULL, 

andpcSpnLength, 

pszSpn 

); 

rpcStatus = RpcServerRegisterAuthInfo 

( 

psz 

RPC_C_AUTHN_GSS_NEGOTIATE, 

NULL, 

NULL 

); 

A. Diffie-Hellman encryption 

B. Repurposing 

C. SSPI 

D. SMDT 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

David is a developer that has created an application using the secure RPC protocol. Before anyone can actually use the
program, where must David add entries for the users so that they can gain access? 
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A. /system/root/publickey 

B. /etc/root/pkusers 

C. /system/root/rpcusers 

D. /etc/publickey 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Heather has built a new Linux kernel for her machine and wants to use the grub boot loader. Which file should she edit
to tell the computer how to boot up properly? 

A. /boot/grub/menu.lst 

B. /usr/src/linux/arch/i386/boot/menu.lst 

C. /etc/dev/boot/menu.lst 

D. /etc/boot/lilo.conf 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

What function can be used with SQL to encrypt user suppliedpasswords so that they can be compared with the
encrypted passwords stored on the SQL server? 

A. DESpassword() 

B. userencrypt() 

C. passwordin() 

D. pwdencrypt() 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Kenny is the CIO for Fredrickson Entertainment, a gaming software company in Omaha. The developers in Kenny\\'s
company have just finished creating a 3D first person shooter game that will be released to the market within the next
couple of months. Kenny is trying to decide what type of license or activation code structure they should use for the
game to prevent piracy and protect their product. Kenny decides to go with an approach that will allow each sold copy to
be activated online up to five times because he knows his users might have multiple PCs or might need to reinstall the
product at some point. 

What type of activation policy has Kenny decided to go with? 
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A. Loose license enforced - reasonable use 

B. License terms enforced - fair use 

C. Strict license terms enforced 

D. Monitor only mode 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 9

When the following code is compiled and run is a program what size block will be used to hold name string? 

#include  

int main(int argc, char **argv) 

{ 

char target[5]="TTTT"; 

char attacker[11]="AAAAAAAAAA"; 

strcpy(attacker, " DDDDDDDDDDDDDD"); 

printf("% \n", target); 

return 0; 

} 

A. 16 bytes 

B. 28 bytes 

C. 32 bytes 

D. 8 bytes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Tyler is in the applicaion testing phase of a particular project. He has decided to use the White Box testing method.
Tyler has made a number of changes to his code after some initial tests found some bugs. Tyler now needs to test the
code with those changes in place. 

What type of testing is Tyler getting ready to perform? 

A. Integration testing 
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B. Mutation testing 

C. Statement coverage testing 

D. Branch coverage testing 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Kevin wants to use an SSL certificate from his Mac OS X server so that he can send and receive encrypted email. What
would Kevin accomplish by typing in the following command? certtool c k=/Users/root/Library/Keychains/certkc 

A. Remove any unnecessary permissions on the file "certkc" 

B. Create keychain called "certkc" 

C. Copy the root certificate of the server to the file "certkc" 

D. Import encryption key into the file "certkc" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Lori is creating a login page using Java on one of her websites with the following code. What vulnerability or issue is the
code susceptible to? 

conn = pool.getConnection(); 

String sql = "select * from user where 

username=\\'" + "\\' and password=\\'" + password + 

"\\'"; 

stmt = conn.createstatement(); 

rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql); 

if (rs.next()) 

{ 

loggedIn = true; 

out.println("Successfully logged in"); 

} 

else 

{ 
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out.println("Username and/or password not valid"); 

} 

A. SQL injection 

B. Directory transversal 

C. SQL slamming 

D. Query string manipulation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

When a developer is creating port binding shell code, why should he/she not use the NULL characters? 

A. Creates hardware call errors 

B. Create firmware vulnerabilities with hardware 

C. Create buffer overflow 

D. Create open sockets 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Mathew is working on a Fedora machine and is having issues with some shellcode he wrote that is producing errors.
Mathew decides to download and use Ktrace to debug the shellcode to see where the errors are originating from. 

Why will his plan not work? 

A. Ktrace cannot debug errors, it only notifies of successful calls 

B. Ktrace only works on Windows platforms 

C. Ktrace cannot debug shellcode 

D. Ktrace only works on *BSD platforms 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 15

William is the lead programmer for Gummerson, Inc., a software company located in San Francisco. Gummerson is
looked upon as one of the leading software development companies for medical and health related applications. William
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believes that his company is so successful because they believe in involving the user or client in the design and
development of the programs. 

What software development methodology does Gunnerson, Inc. use when creating applications for clients? 

A. Fountain 

B. RAD 

C. JAD 

D. Waterfall 

Correct Answer: C 
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